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Streamline and manage client 
interactions 

From the first client inquiry to a final case 
decision, there are a multitude of touch 
points between clients and lawyers. Not 
just two-way communications in a 
meeting, or on a call or email, but every 
time a client references a document, or 
checks in on their case progress too.  

The workflow of a firm is shaped around 
each of these touchpoints. With Moxtra’s 
OneStop Client Interaction Hub, 
attorneys can digitize, automate, and 
manage client-centric processes. 

Client and case onboarding 

Welcome your clients and provide a 
prompt onboarding experience. With 
Moxo’s OneStop Client Hub, your firm can 
easily build and customize digital 
onboarding workflows to mirror your 
firm’s processes. Collect documents in 
sequence, fill forms, obtain signatures 
and approvals,  gather case intake 
details, all while staying responsive to 
clients. 

Case interaction workflows 

Every practice area is different. Every case 
is different. Every court is different.  The 
result is that attorneys and their teams 
need to accommodate the subtleties of 
each client’s case. Whether it’s deadlines 
or filing dates, firms can configure 
workflows that are tailored to their specific 
needs, business processes, and casework.  

Routine tasks 

It’s initial contacts, it’s billing, it’s thank you 
notes, it’s follow ups – and it’s a big chunk 
of time that firms are spending on 
generalized tasks and not on their clients.  

Firms that are still doing these tasks by 
hand are slowly getting farther behind the 
eight ball on client interactions because of 
the speed they are going at and the quality 
they are sacrificing. Rather than waiting for 
the next business day for a reply or for a 
key staffer to return from a vacation to 
explain a bill, automated platforms 
respond in seconds 24/7/365, and can 
elevate any issue that demands it. 
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Interactive, just-in-time service 

In the era of on-demand services, the 
takeaway for law firms is that experience 
matters — not just legal experience, but 
the service experience you provide to 
clients.  

With Moxo, deliver a client portal under 
your brand and provide an interactive 
service experience — making it 
convenient for clients to do business with 
your firm.  

Spaces to build cases 

Bing. Beep. Ring. Beep again. Being in 
contact with a client means an ongoing 
stream of disparate communications. 

Moxo brings focus to the chaos.  

Digital workspaces for every client and 
case, make the question “what app 
should I use for the meeting” irrelevant. 
Moxo provides a convenient platform that 
can be accessed on desktop or mobile 
with a tap, and brings clients to a user-
centric dashboard of every document, 
deadline, and point of contact that they 
could ever think of. 

If a client needs to meet with their 
attorney or speak with a paralegal, they 
can engage with their team seamlessly, 
and connect without the headache of 
dialing the front desk. The OneStop 
Client Hub’s powerful interactive 
capabilities include built-in secure 
messaging, digital signatures, document 
collaboration, video meetings, screen 
sharing, virtual data rooms, and more. 

What this means for your firm 

A streamlined client interaction 
experience can be at your fingertips. 
Moxtra’s platform makes every 
touchpoint count, and does so quickly, 
securely, and while remaining on brand. 
Thus ensuring that you and your firm 
have the flexibility to put energy into the 
work that matters, meaning a more 
efficient firm, more satisfied clients, and 
happier employees who know that their 
work is in good hands. 

Smart, sleek, and secure 

Not only does communication over 
multiple channels mean a barrage 
of notifications, but it also means 
that the information isn’t managed 
or secure. Firms need to maintain 
the highest level of confidentiality 
to protect both their integrity and 
their clients’ trust and privacy. A 
single breach or misstep can have 
catastrophic consequences. 

Moxo’s platform eliminates those 
concerns. It’s bank-grade security 
is best-in-class, meeting the 
stringent security requirements for 
regulated industries, using SOC III, 
GDPR, and PSD2 systems. 
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